
 

 

One Glass Delivers The Best Expression for All Spirits  

 
It’s about ABV (alcohol by volume), not the spirit itself. Why use many non-functional glasses when only 
one works best for all high alcohol spirits? Beautiful, elegant, well-balanced NEAT outperforms all other 
glassware. Eliminates nose burn, magnifies aromas. Works for all spirits; whiskey, scotch, rums, 
tequilas, vodka, gin, aperitifs, liqueurs, ports, sherry. Designed to hold1½ oz (regular shot). This is 
the way your spirits want to be enjoyed. 
 

Science Delivers and Dispels Myth 

 
No one ever even guessed glass shape could be carefully engineered to expose all the aromas hiding 
behind nose-numbing alcohol. Our world is overrun with “stylish”, non-functional glasses that collect all 
aromas, including alcohol, right at the nose, and all claim to deliver true aromatic expression. NOT! 
 
Inhaling deeply, you immediately recoil from strong, painful nose burn and numbness. Sadly, you will 
never fully enjoy spirits in convergent rim glassware. Alcohol will always get in the way and block out 
other aromas. 
 
In 2003, a simple mistake in a glass blowing class created a misshapen tumbler which was used in a 
pinch for want of a clean glass. The amazing change in expression led to a new approach to glass shape 
we call Naturally Engineered Aroma Technology.  

By studying links between human physiology and molecular behavior, we unlocked the hidden 
dimensions of distilled spirits for your exquisite pleasure and hedonistic enjoyment, with a spirit’s glass 
that directs strong alcohol away from the nose. Over the next nine years, fifty-two different design 
iterations, hundreds of tastings, and GCMS studies led to NEAT, the perfect ultimate spirits glass! 
 
NEAT intensifies aromas, eliminates alcohol nose burn, enhances each spirit’s unique characteristics. 
Enrich your knowledge, broaden perspectives, awaken your inner connoisseur. The ultimate spirits glass 
pairs spirits with fine cuisine and tobacco. 

 

Prestigious Awards and Accolades (These are only a few) 

 
OFFICIAL GLASS SAN FRANCISCO WORLD SPIRITS COMPETITION 
OFFICIAL GLASS SIP AWARDS INTERNATIONAL SPIRITS COMPETITION 
OFFICIAL GLASS SAN DIEGO INTERNATIONAL SPIRITS COMPETITION 
OFFICIAL GLASS CRAFT SPIRITS AWARDS INTERNATIONAL 
OFFICIAL GLASS NEW YORK WORLD SPIRITS COMPETITION 
BEVERAGE INDUSTRY NEWS EDITOR’S PICK AWARD OF EXCELLENCE 
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD MR. LATINO MAGAZINE 
SANTA BARBARA TEQUILA HARVEST FESTIVAL 
MIAMI RUM RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL 
BEST NEW BAR PRODUCT - VEGAS SEVEN MAGAZINE 

 

 

 

 
 

www.theneatglass.com  

Contact John Wheating 
Tel:  480-809-1081   Email: john.wheating@dcncanada.com  

http://www.theneatglass.com/
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